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Abstract

Detecting and recognizing texts in real world images

such as sign boards and advertisements is an important

part of computer vision applications. The complexity

of the problem comes out of many factors such as non-

uniform background, different languages and fonts, and

non consistent text alignment and orientation. In this pa-

per, we present a novel approach to detect characters and

words in real-world images. The presented approach de-

compose the gray level image into sequence of images,

each one includes pixels with gray level values from dif-

ferent disjoint ranges. This decomposition enables ex-

tracting connected components representing characters or

other non textual objects separated from their neighbor-

hood background. An interpolation of two classes of fea-

tures translated to histograms is used by a support vector

machine to classify and collect the textual objects generat-

ing the textual zones. The Shape Context Descriptor [1],

is used by the Earth Movers Distance(EMD) method to

recognize the characters within the image. The recognized

characters are fed to heuristic rule based system to deter-

mine words and give final results. To optimize the speed

of the system, we follow the embedding of the EMD metric

presented in [22] to a normed space to enable fast approx-

imation of the k-Nearest Neighbors using Local Sensitiv-

ity Hashing functions(LSH). Experiments show that our

algorithm can detect and recognize text regions from the

ICDAR 2005 datasets [17] with high rates.

Keywords: Word Searching; Earth Movers Distance;

Embedding; Local Sensitivity Hashing, k-Nearest Neigh-

bor; Text Detection;

1 Introduction

Text detection and recognition in images of real-world

scenes has received significant attention recently. Read-

ing words in unconstrained images is a challenging prob-

lem of considerable practical interest. In contrast to text

recognition in documents (OCR systems), texts acquired

in general settings, still considered as an open problem.

Recently, there has been a surge of interest in the scene

text recognition problem from the computer vision com-

munity, therefore, The public ICDAR Robust Reading

challenge [17], was collected to highlight the problem of

detecting and recognizing scene text. Some authors have

focused on subtasks of the scene text recognition problem,

such as text localization [5, 4, 19, 20], individual character

recognition [25] or reading text from segmented areas of

images [24]. In this paper we address the problem of word

detection and recognition from out door images mostly

taken by mobile phone cameras, giving a set of bound-

ing boxes labeled with the recognized words as an output.

Most text recognition systems in natural scenes accepts a

gray level image as an input and convert it to a binary im-

age using binarization or edge detection methods[4]. Gen-

erally binarization and edge detection for natural scene is

different and more complicated than in OCR cases, there-

fore, binarization results are substantial for sufficient text

detection and recognition rates.

The presented system, uses a novel approach of divid-

ing the gray level image to sequence of images including

consequent sub ranges of the gray level values. Mostly,

texts in a natural scenes have close to uniform texture

which is translated to a very close gray level values which

are different than pixels of their background neighbor-

hood. Following this observation, we use different ranges

of values to collect pixels in each image(range) in the

sequence to connected components separated form their

immediate background. Connected Components (CC’s)

from results of each level (image) in the sequence are clas-

sified to textual and non-textual zones using a support vec-

tor machine. The system, accumulates textual zones from

all levels to one image, where character objects in that

image are recognized in the final process using the Earth

Movers Distance.
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Figure 1. (a) The original image. (b) Results of the

’YCbCr’ color space divided to two channels. (c) The

accumulated results of binarizing each range Gi of

gray values.(d) Classification results: text zones are

in red bounding boxes and non-text zones in blue.

2 Related Work

Generally speaking, algorithms for text detection and

reading from real world images can be broadly catego-

rized into three categories. In the first category, (’texture-

based’), algorithms follow the assumption that textual ar-

eas have unique textures [3, 9]. These algorithms, scan

the image at a number of scales, classifying neighbor-

hoods of pixels based on text properties, such as high den-

sity of edges, high variance of intensity, distribution of

wavelet or DCT coefficients, etc. The second category

is the ’component-based’ approach [16, 14], where con-

nected components extracted from the binarized images

are recognized after being collected and grouped based on

certain properties, such as approximately constant color.

This approach is attractive because it can simultaneously

detect texts at any scale and is not limited to horizontal

texts. The hybrid approach is the third category where

the texture based approach is used to extract textual zones

and the second approach is used to collect and recognize

connected components in these textual zones. A good

overview of text detection algorithms can be found in IC-

DAR 2005 competition report [17]. Approaches also can

be divided according to whether or not they use machine

learning techniques. A representative example for learn-

ing was presented in [3] where Ada-Boost is used for

learning of joint-probabilities of features. On the other

hand, Epshtein et al. [4] did not exploit learning tech-

niques, focusing instead on the fact that text has a constant

stroke width.

Many systems use word matching algorithms for spot-

ting and searching words within large sets of shapes [18,

7, 21]. Results were mostly encouraging in the accu-

racy factor, but less satisfying when considering time ef-

ficiency. As a result, a lot of work has been done on em-

bedding finite metric spaces into low-dimensional normed

spaces in order to enable efficient and fast nearest neigh-

bor extraction. Such embeddings have been extensively

studied in pure mathematics [2, 15, 26], and have found

application in a variety of settings [6, 12], usually using

one of the lp norms. In domains with a computationally

expensive distance measure, significant speed-ups can be

obtained by embedding objects into another space with a

more efficient distance measure. Methods among others

that can be used for efficient retrieval include Lipschitz

embeddings, FastMap [6] and MetricMap [23]. Efficient

embedding of the EMD metric to a normed space have

been presented by Indyk and Thaper[13] and used later by

Grauman and Darrell [10] for contour matching. Indyk

and Thaper[13] use a randomized multi-scale embedding

of histograms into a space equipped with the l1 norm. Ad-

ditional efficient embedding of the EMD metric have been

presented by Shridonkar and Jacobs[22], see section 3.4

for more details.

3 Our Approach

In the presented work, we address the problem of de-

tecting and recognizing printed texts in different fonts

from out door images. The segmented and recognized

characters are used to generate words using a probabilis-

tic rule based system to be matched to a predefined list of

words. In the presented work, We use a novel methodol-

ogy to avoid incomplete data mostly occurs as a result of

binarization or edge detection methods frequently used as

preprocessing steps. For the recognition process, we use

the EMD metric to measure similarity between two shapes

using two different features extracted from the boundary.

The training sets for classification and recognition were

extracted from the ICDAR2003 data set using the associ-

ated ground truth. To classify objects to characters and

non-characters we have used an interpolation of two fea-

ture descriptors with the SVM classifier. For the recogni-

tion of each textual object to one of the 62 characters and

10 digits we have used the Shape Context feature set with
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Earth Movers Distance. Considering the very large num-

ber of positive and negative samples extracted from the

data set, we use the mapping presented in [22] for embed-

ding different shapes into a normed space. Embedding

is performed using a linear time algorithm for approxi-

mating the EMD for low dimensional histograms using

the sum of absolute values of the weighted wavelet coef-

ficients of the difference histogram. This embedding en-

ables the use of fast approximation of the k-nearest neigh-

bors methods such as k-d trees and LSH. Generating a

short list enables applying the original exact and expen-

sive matching methods, yet keeps sub linear searching

time.

Systems for text detection and recognition, usually ac-

cept gray level images as an input and use variations of

known methods for binarization or edge detection to gen-

erate a binary image for the next steps. The efficiency and

accuracy of binarization and edge detection methods for

images from the real world is crucial, but mostly insuffi-

cient as the case of OCR systems for simple text pages.

Non uniform background and Illuminance, images of non

textual objects and large ranges of colors for different texts

is a partial list of factors affecting these results. From the

other hand, readable texts in natural scenes, mostly have

homogeneous textures and colors which can be distin-

guished and separated form the neighboring background.

Following this observation, in the preprocessing step we

divide the gray level Image G, to a sequence of Images

Gi, where each Gi contains only the pixels with a spe-

cific range of gray values. The fact that a given character

have a strict range of gray level values which are differ-

ent than it’s neighboring background, assures that when

picking the right range. In many cases pixels of a single

character, fall in one of theses Gi’s without the neighbor-

ing background pixels. To increase homogeneity of the

values inside characters we blur the image using average

filter before generating the Gi’s.

Formally, let G be an input gray level image, and let

GMn and GMx be the minimum and the maximum value

of G respectively. Given Stp, the width of the range of

values of each Gi, we divide G to n images with n =
GMx−GMn

Stp , using the following formula:

Gi(i, j) =















if G(i, j) < Stp(i+ α)&&

G(i, j) > Stp(i− α) 1

else 0















In this definition, neighboring pixels that fall in the

same range of gray values tend to connect to each other

performing one connected component. The value of Stp

determines the range width including pixels of charac-

ters, but not neighborhood pixels. In order not to lose

components where the values fall between two subse-

quent ranges, ranges are generated with an overlapping

area where α defines the size of the overlap (in our case

α was 0.75). Following the mentioned observation, char-

acters tend to be extracted in such cases as one connected

component. Unfortunately, non character or parts of non

character objects, tend to do the same, but unlikely will

generate connected components that are similar to charac-

ters, therefore a classifier is needed to prune results and

distinguish between characters and non ones. In the pre-

sented approach, the inverse image is not needed such as

in other approaches since the algorithm goes through all

gray level values in the range. Some morphological op-

erations such as blurring and closing are used to make

colors within characters more homogeneous and close ar-

tifact holes. Converting the color image to a gray level

image is done using the Y CbCr methodology, where the

first and interpolation of the last two dimensions are used

separately, to overcome problems of non uniform Illumi-

nance and concentrate on the important data.

3.1 Classifying Components

The components extracted in each gray level range

many times are not complete. Especially non character

objects, which tend to have large ranges of gray level val-

ues. We have used the same algorithm which extracts

object and partial object(not complete) to generate the

two classes of positive and negative samples, using sub-

set of the ICDAR2005 data sets [17], with the appropriate

ground truth. We have extracted all objects in these sets

and classified them to characters and non characters based

on the ground truth of these sets. For the character objects

we have refined the shapes in that set to include complete

and almost complete characters. For non characters, we

have used euclidean distance with the same feature space

as in the classifying process, to drop redundant very simi-

lar shapes using k-means clustering.

The next step, aims to classify objects to characters

and non characters, therefore a simple interpolation of two

strong features have been used with the l2 metric. To clas-

sify CC’s as characters, two feature classes are extracted,

converted to the same size histograms, normalized and

merged to one feature vector to be fed to a Support Vector

Machine classifier. This feature vector is generated using

the Shape Context [1] and the angles of the simplified con-

tour segments. Results are motivated to tolerate non char-

acters similar to characters as false positives which will be

filtered out in the recognition phase. The described pro-

cess can be adapted to other language such as Arabic, by

replacing characters with word-parts.

3.2 Feature Extraction

Two feature descriptors were used for the classifica-

tion and recognition steps. In the first step, we classify
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objects to textual and non textual using a concatenation of

the ’Shape contexts’ descriptor and the histogram of the

angles of segments of the simplified outer contour. The

Angles of the simplified contour segments is a local fea-

ture descriptor the authors already used in [21] with good

results. We convert each descriptor to a histogram with

18 bins each, normalize and concatenate them to one fea-

ture vector for a shape. This feature vector is less detailed

than the Shape Context or the angle of segments features,

but strong enough to distinguish between textual and non

textual objects, Whereas, tolerating overlapping similarity

between the two classes.

For the recognition process a stronger and more de-

tailed descriptor is needed to classify shapes of objects to

the right character, therefore, we use the original Shape

Context descriptor. The Shape Contexts descriptor pre-

sented by Belongie and Malik et al. [1] is a bound-

ary based descriptor which describes a distribution of all

boundary points with respect to each point on the bound-

ary. The Shape Context descriptor of each single bound-

ary point computes the histogram of relative polar coor-

dinates and have been proved to be one of the efficient

features for matching binary images.

3.3 Objects Recognition

The presented system uses the Earth Movers Distance

(EMD), to measure distance of a given Connected Com-

ponent (CC), to many shapes of each English character.

The Approximate EMD measurement using the Shape

Context feature descriptor is used to rank the top k-nearest

neighbors of the object (CC) from all shapes of the 62
different classes of English characters and 10 additional

digits. All shapes in that feature space, are mapped into

a normed space by performing an embedding process for

approximating the EMD for low dimensional histograms

using the sum of absolute values of the weighted wavelet

coefficients of the difference histogram. Using Local Sen-

sitivity Hashing (LSH), we find the approximate k-nearest

neighbors to generate a short list on which we apply the

original expensive EMD algorithm to fix final results.

The EMD, is a method to evaluate dissimilarity be-

tween two multi-dimensional distributions in some feature

space where a ground distance between single features is

given. Intuitively, given two distributions, one can be seen

as a collection of piles of sand and the other as a collec-

tion of holes. The EMD measures the least amount of

work needed to fill the holes with the sand. Here, a unit of

work corresponds to transporting a unit of sand from one

pile to a hole depending on their distance. Computing the

EMD is based on a solution to the well-known transporta-

tion problem [11].

Formally, let us define the first signature to be

{(qi, wi)}
m
i=1 with m entries and the second as

{(pi, wi)}
n
i=1 with n entries. Let the flow between pi to qj

be fij and dij be the ground distance between the entries

pi and qj . We can solve this problem using the following

linear programming problem: Find the flow F = [fij ] that

minimizes the following work for the signatures P andQ:

Work(P,Q, F ) =
n
∑

j=1

m
∑

i=1

fijdij

Subject to the following constraints: 1)Flow is only al-

lowed from P to Q and not vice versa, 2) the amount that

clusters of P can send are no more than their weights, and

the clusters inQ to receive no more than their weights and

3) the last constraint forces to move the maximum amount

(total flow) of P that is possible. Once the transportation

problem is solved, and we have found the optimal flow,

the earth mover’s distance is defined as the work normal-

ized by the total flow. The normalization factor is the total

weight of the smaller signature, in order to avoid favoring

smaller signatures.

3.4 Pre-Processing for recognition Speedup

Shridonkar and Jacobs[22], presented an efficient em-

bedding of the EMD metric for approximating the EMD

distance of two histograms using a new metric on the

weighted wavelet coefficients of the difference histogram

using the l1 distance. Experimentally they show that this

metric follows EMD closely and can be used instead with-

out any significant performance difference. Intuitively

speaking, the wavelet transform splits up the difference

histogram according to scale and location. Each wavelet

coefficient represents an EMD subproblem that is solved

separately. For a single wavelet, the mass to be moved is

proportional to the volume of |ψj(x)|, i.e. to 2jn/2. The

distance traveled is proportional to the span of the wavelet

2−j (according to Meyers [14] convention, a wavelet at

scale j is the mother wavelet squeezed 2j times.) The sum

of all distances is an approximation to EMD and called the

wavelet EMD between two histograms, see equation 1.

d(p)wemd =
∑

λ

2−j(1+n)/2|pλ| (1)

where, p is the n dimensional difference histogram and

pλ are its wavelet coefficients. The index λ includes shifts

and the scale j.

Following the embedding by Shridonkar and

Jacobs[22], let DS be the data set of all different shapes

of the 62 English characters and the 10 digits, and SS be

the set of all available shapes of different appearances of

all object in DS. Embedding SS into a normed space,

will enable fast approximate search with sub-linear time

of the size of SS and improve the efficiency. The process

starts by converting all shapes to the feature space using

the Shape Context descriptor and normalize them to the

same size following the constraints of the embedding
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process. First, the feature vectors are converted into

the wavelet domain using Coiflets of order 3 resulting

a 850-coordinate vector of coefficients for each shape.

A serious of Locality Sensitive Hashing function are

generated on the embedded space, to enable fast search

of query images using l1 to approximately estimate the

EMD distance.

Locality Sensitive Hashing (LSH) is a technique for

grouping points in space into ’buckets’ based on some dis-

tance metric operating on the points. Points that are close

to each other under the chosen metric are mapped to the

same bucket with high probability. This is based on the

simple idea that, if two points are close together, then after

a projection operation these two points will remain close

together. The basic idea is to hash the input items so that

similar items are mapped to the same buckets with high

probability (the number of buckets being much smaller

than the universe of possible input items). LSH [8], uses

several hash functions of the same type to create a hash

value for each point of the dataset. Each function reduces

the dimensionality of the data by projection onto random

vectors. The data is then partitioned into bins by a uniform

grid. Since the number of bins is still too high, a second

hashing step is performed to obtain a smaller hash value.

At query time, the query point is mapped using the hash

functions and all the data points that are in the same bin

as the query point are returned as candidates. The final

nearest neighbors are selected by a linear search through

candidate data points.

4 Experimental results

To evaluate our algorithm, we employ the publicly ac-

cessible benchmark of natural scenes containing text used

in the ICDAR2005 competition [17]. The fact that we

have extracted the training shapes of characters from real

world images data set (a subset of the ICDAR2005 data

set), contributes to the efficiency of the system. Since the

system addresses printed fonts and deals with individual

characters, we have excluded cursive texts out of the test-

ing set. The results in Table 1, present rates in word level

with no use of any additional lexicon. The usual rules

used in many other systems for collecting characters to

words considering lines, heights, locations and other fac-

tors were used to generate words.

Precision and Recall of the different configurations of

the two systems in terms of counting false positives and

false negatives among the automatically extracted com-

ponents. To be compatible with the results from the IC-

DAR2005 competition, we have used the same configura-

tion of a 2.4ghz PC running with Windows OS. As we can

see in Table 1, results in terms of precision and recall are

slightly better than the compared methods. To improve

times efficiency, the approximation approach is used and

���� !"#$!% &�'( 
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Figure 2. Partial results of texts extracted and la-

beled. Notice that some characters were missed and

cursive words were excluded

Table 1. The entries in the table are the name of the

system as appeared in the report of the ICDAR2005

competition, followed by precision and recall. The

columns labeled t(s) gives the average time in sec-

onds to process each image. Times of our system

are longer due to the time needed for recognizing the

texts additionally to text location.

System Precision Recall t(s)

Hinnerk Becker 62% 67% 14.7

Alex Chen 60% 60% 35

Ashida 55% 46% 8.7

HWDavid 44% 46% 0.3

Full EMD 64% 63% 413.8

Aprox EMD 63% 61% 31.7

speeds up the system 100 times, while results slightly de-

crease in only 1%.
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